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Abstract—The THz frequencies (0.1–10 THz) have shown great
potential for long distance satellite communications in the recent
research papers. This band offers superior bandwidths compared
to those enabled by the lower frequencies, with relaxed pointing
requirements compared to optical systems, making the the THz
band very appealing for providing backhaul connectivity on
vast numbers of airplanes. At the same time, the path losses
are very high and extremely directional antennas are required
to operate on the links exceeding thousands of kilometers in
the satellite applications. This paper derives a framework for
stochastic geometry based estimation of average signal levels in
THz satellite networks. Specific focus herein is on the airplanesatellite links. The produced stochastic models are shown to be
exact with a simulation model. The analysis shows that while the
average path losses are very high, there are antenna solutions
that can overcome the losses and give respectable signal-to-noise
ratios. The derived models are very useful in satellite network
analysis, as well as in the link budget calculations for future high
frequency satellite systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The future beyond 5G (B5G) and 6G wireless communications systems have been set an ambitious goal of bringing
the internet to everywhere [1]. How to connect the rest of
the world effectively bridging the digital divide is a major
problem that requires looking outside the terrestrial networks
for worldwide coverage. On the other hand, the future communication systems are set to crush the data rates of the previous
generations to provide “unlimited” link speeds for the data
hungry applications. For this reason, the millimeter wave band
(mmWave, 30–300 GHz) and THz band (0.3–10 THz) are seen
as the most promising frequency bands for the future networks
for high bandwidth applications [2], [3]. When we put the
two above visions together, we get an interesting and highly
potential research direction: THz satellite communications.
The utilization of the THz band in satellite communications
has been studied in various recent research papers [4]–[13].
Their majority focuses on channel modelling of the links in
the satellite communications in different channel conditions
and link types. A consensus of these mostly link specific
papers is that the THz frequencies are very much suitable
for satellite communications regardless of the very large path
losses in these extremely long links. The main problem is to
generate enough antenna gain at transmitter (Tx) and receiver
(Rx). This can be achieved by, e.g., utilizing parabolic antenna
structures that tend to provide very large gains at the cost of
mostly mechanical beam steering. A very popular topic among

current THz satellite works are related to the inter-satellite
links, e.g., [10]–[13]. The utilization of the THz frequencies
therein interesting because of lack of the atmospheric losses.
Based on the works listed above, the THz satellite networks are
feasible in principle, but there is still a lot of work and analysis
ahead to properly understand the limitations and boundaries
of the THz satellite links and networks. This is especially the
case with the ground-satellite, ground-airplane, and airplanesatellite links that experience very high frequency selective
atmospheric losses.
Stochastic geometry is a very powerful tool for various
wireless network problems. It can be used to study the average
network behavior with mathematical tools [14]–[20]. We have
used the stochastic geometry in the past on interference
modelling in different network setups [17]–[20]. Rather than
modelling the interference, the goal of this paper is to model
the average received signal strength and the path loss at an
airplane from a network of satellites utilizing stochastic geometry. The work herein focuses specifically on the THz band
satellite networks following our previous channel modeling
work given in [4]. Therefore, the propagation features in the
atmosphere are very important in the derived models, although,
the resultant stochastic models can be utilized in pure space
applications as well. By assuming that the airplane antenna
sees everything above its horizon, the field of view of the
airplane forms mathematically simple spherical cap. Then we
can rather straightforwardly utilize the stochastic geometry to
model the aggregated signals at the airplane. As such, this
paper focuses on the downlink modelling of the airplanesatellite networks.
There are few papers specifically on modelling the satellite
networks with stochastic geometry [21]–[23]. However, none
of them specifically considers THz band communications, and
thus, the propagation models are fundamentally different. A
similar spherical cap approach as herein has been used in
the past to model the satellite locations in space in [21],
[22]. The details of the spherical cap modelling is given in
the next section. Specifically in [21], the authors model the
nearest satellite locations as well as the interfering satellites
with the spherical cap. In [22], the authors use the spherical
cap model to derive the probability of service at certain
minimum elevation angle, and then some related modelling
of the distance distributions and the outage probabilities.
In this paper, we model the mean signal level obtained from

In this section, we go through the system model and its
geometry. Based on the system geometry, we can define the
link models used later in the stochastic modelling of the signal
response in satellite network.
A. System Model and Geometry
The system model utilized in this work is shown in Fig. 1.
The primary goal herein is to model the received signal
strength from a network of satellites using stochastic geometry.
In other words, we utilize the propagation geometry via
mathematical tools to estimate the aggregated response of the
system. The aggregated signal at the airplane is assumed to
come from a random constellation of satellites. In this setting,
the antenna at the airplane is assumed to see the elevation
angles from ±90 degrees from the zenith and 360 degrees
in the azimuth. Then, the field of view of the airplane with
the airplane and satellite altitudes form a spherical cap. Any
satellite within the area of the spherical cap is thereby visible
to the airplane. The model results in a geometry described by
simple mathematical expressions.
The geometry of the spherical cap model in satellite-airplane
use case is given below. The minimum distance between the
airplane and the satellite is given by the direct zenith distance
as (see Fig. 1)
rmin = hs − ha ,
(1)
where ha is the altitude of the airplane, hs is the altitude of
the satellite. The maximum distance is taken along the horizon
of the airplane to the satellite’s orbit as
(2)

where R is the radius of Earth and θ is the angle between
the airplane and satellite looked from the center of the Earth,
which is further given by


R + ha
.
(3)
θ = cos−1
R + hs
As mentioned above, we assume that the airplane is served by
satellites spread on a surface of a spherical cap determined by
the satellite and airplane altitudes, and the airplane horizon.
Then the total area of the spherical cap where the satellites
reside is given by
Asp = 2π(R + hs )2 (1 − cos(θ)).
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Fig. 1. System model and geometry utilized in this paper. Picture of Earth
by NASA/NOAA’s GOES Project [24].

II. S YSTEM AND L INK M ODELS

rmax = (R + hs ) sin(θ),
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a network of random satellites using stochastic geometry and
by utilizing the spherical cap as a airplane field of view. To
the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to consider
the stochastic geometry in THz satellite networks to model the
average received signal levels.
The rest of this paper has been organized as follows. The
system model, system geometry, and the link model are given
in Sec. II, the mean signal level via stochastic geometry is
derived in Sec. III, the numerical results and validations are
given in Sec. IV, and some conclusions and discussion are
given in Sec. V.

(4)

Furthermore, we defined the geometry of the generic satellite
system in [4]. From there, we get the distance from the airplane
to satellite as
ras (θ) =
p
(R + ha )2 + (R + hs )2 − 2(R + ha )(R + hs ) cos(θ),
(5)
and the distance (or path) through the atmosphere is
ratm (θ, x) = (R + ha ) cos(ϵ)
1p
+
(−2(R + ha ) cos(ϵ))2 − 4((R + ha )2 − (R + x)2 ),
2
(6)
where x is the vertical distance/path through the atmosphere,
and ϵ is the angle between Earth’s core and satellite looked
from the airplane;
ϵ = 180◦ − α − θ,

(7)

where α is the angle between the satellite and the airplane
looked from the satellite;


(R + ha ) sin(θ)
α = sin−1
.
(8)
ras (θ)
This completes the geometry of the system. Next we look into
the link model before going to utilize the above geometry in
estimating the average received power via stochastic geometry.
B. Link Model
The total received signal power was derived in [4] and is
given as
hl
R

c2 PTx GTx GRx − ha κa (f,ratm (θ,x))dx
e
,
S(f, ras (θ)) =
(4πras (θ)f )2

(9)

where PTx is the transmit power, GTx and GRx are the Tx and
Rx antenna gains, respectively, f is the frequency, c is the
speed of light, hl is the vertical limit of the atmosphere, and
κa (f, r) is the absorption coefficient. Detailed calculation of
the absorption coefficient can be found in our previous work in
[4]. Here we assume that the upper bound of the atmosphere
is at 500 km height from the ground, and hence, hl = 500
km. Notice that we do not take into account possible cloud
losses, or any other losses, such as antenna misalignment [25]

herein, but we just focus on the ideal line-of-sight (LOS) case.
However, the other losses would be included in the above
signal model as in [4]. We keep the expressions as simple as
possible due to focus on derivation of the fundamental model
for stochastic average received power in THz satellite networks
to gain the core insights to the problem.
Satellite communications means extremely long link distance and the THz frequencies experience very high path loss
as a function of distance. Hence, these satellite links require in
practice large fixed aperture antennas. The parabolic reflector
antennas give extremely high antenna gains as a function of
the antenna diameter, but even better, their gain increases as
a function of frequency for fixed size aperture. The gain of
such ideal parabolic reflector antenna is given as
2

πdA
,
(10)
G(f ) = Ae
λ
where Ae is the aperture efficiency, dA is the diameter of the
reflector, and λ is the wavelength. It is important to recognize
a limitation of these types of antennas. We derive a model for
aggregated signal power at airplane. However, the parabolic
reflector antennas with extremely high gain can only see a
single satellite unless the satellites are very close to each other.
Therefore, in the numerical results we focus on the average
signal power from a single satellite even if the theories do not
limit the number of satellites. The antenna model assumption
herein does limit the practical number of satellites as we
cannot beamform into multiple directions at the same time.
III. S TOCHASTIC M ODELING OF A IRPLANE -S ATELLITE
S IGNALS
In this section, we derive the stochastic model for the
average received signal power.

where Φ is the set of serving satellites. We can solve the
average receive signal power from the Laplace transform of
the aggregated signal power. That is given by
"
!#
X
i
LStot (s) = E exp −s
S(f, ras (θ))
.
(12)
i∈Φ

This is the probability generating functional (PGFL) of the
random process. Assuming that the satellite transmissions are
Poisson distributed, the above equation can be further given
as [14]


Z h
i
LStot (s) = exp −
1 − exp(S(f, ras (Θ))s) Λ(Θ)dΘ ,
Θ

(13)
where Θ is the solid angle for integration over the space
and Λ(Θ) is the intensity function of the PPP. This intensity
function in the case of spherical cap can be derived as
Λ(Θ) = pλs 2π(R + hs )2 sin(θ),

where λs is the density of the satellites over the area of the
spherical cap, which is given by
λs =

N
,
2π(R + hs )2 (1 − cos(θ))

0

B. Average Received Power
The total aggregated signal power can be given as
X
i
Stot (f ) =
S(f, ras
(θ)),
i∈Φ

(11)

(15)

where N is the average number of visible satellites, i.e., the
density is given by the number of potentially serving satellites
over the horizon of the airplane. Furthermore, p is the probability that a visible satellite serves the airplane (p =1 assumed
here), and the area term is given by 2π(R + hs )2 sin(Θ). This
is derived from the expression for the area of the spherical
cap,
Z2πZθ
Asp =
r2 sin(β)dβdϕ,
(16)

A. Preliminaries
As mentioned above, we utilize the stochastic geometry for
modelling the aggregated desired signal rather than the interference. The derivation of the models, including the generic
assumptions, are similar to our previous works and especially
the ones in [17]. The core assumptions are as follows. We
assume that the satellites send in an uncoordinated fashion
and independently to each other. The satellites are evenly and
randomly distributed about the spherical cap. The number of
serving satellites follows a Poisson distribution. Hence, the
received signals follow Poisson point process (PPP). In the
next section, we give the derivation of the average receiver
signal power as well as the average path loss.

(14)

0

with a circularly symmetric azimuth plane, where ϕ is the azimuth angle and θ is the elevation angle. Circularly symmetric
azimuth plane, as we have here (see Fig. 1), yields the area
of the spherical cap given in (4) with r = (R + hs ).
From above, we can give the Laplace transform as
LStot (s) = exp
Zθ h

− 2πλs (R + hs )2 ×
i

!

(17)

1 − exp(S(f, ras (ϕ))s) sin(ϕ)dϕ .

0

The nth moment of the interference power can be calculated
as [16]
dn
n
E[Stot
] = (−1)n n LStot (s)
.
(18)
ds
s=0
The average aggregated signal power at the airplane can
hence be derived from the first moment of the above Laplace

0

ha

This is the last piece of the puzzle and completes the
derivation. Unfortunately we cannot solve this equation in a
closed form due to the database based absorption coefficient.
Furthermore, the line shape function is piece-wise defined
about the atmospheric pressure due to mixture of pressure
broadening and Doppler broadening when propagating through
the atmosphere [4]. Also, atmospheric temperature and pressure are piece-wise defined about the altitude in the US Standard Atmospheric model [26], which we use partially in the
derivation of the satellite channels in [4]. As a consequence,
expression (19) can only be evaluated numerically. However,
this does not necessarily decrease the accuracy of the model.
It will be shown in the numerical results to give the exact
response based on a comparison to a simulation model.
From (19) we see that this expression can also be utilized
in estimating the average path loss. The average path loss of
a single link is given by
(1 − cos(θ))(4πf )2
×
PLave (f ) =
c2
 θ
 h
 −1
Z
Zl
(20)
 sin(ϕ) exp − κa (f, ratm (ϕ, x))dx dϕ .
2 (ϕ)
ras
0

ha

This is shown to be exact in the numerical results.
IV. N UMERICAL R ESULTS
In this section, we report the numerical results based on the
derived models against simulations to verify the derivations.
The assumptions herein are as follows. The transmit power
of a satellite is 1 Watt, the airplane has 0.5 meter diameter
antenna and the satellite has 1 meter diameter antenna with
aperture efficiency of 70% at both ends (gains shown in Fig. 2),
and the airplane altitude is 11 km. As mentioned above, due
to the parabolic reflector antenna assumption, we assume that
the airplane is served by one satellite on the average, as we
cannot practically beamform towards many satellites at the
same time. Thereby, the results herein represent the average
channel gains and the received powers from a single satellite,
even if the theories would allow multiple serving satellites. The
simulation model was made by randomly dropping a single
satellite on a spherical cap and calculating the received signal
with (9) based on the position of the satellite and the airplane.
The simulation results were obtained as an average over 10,000
channel realizations.
Firstly, Fig. 2 gives the theoretical mean path loss and the
simulated one for a satellite at 400 km height from the ground.
The total antenna gain (Tx+Rx) has been given in the figure
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Fig. 2. The mean path loss as a function of frequency for the theoretical
and simulation models at 11 km airplane and 400 km satellite altitudes. The
combined antenna gain is given by red dashed line on the right-hand scale.

as well with the red dashed line. The left-hand axis gives the
path loss and the right-hand axis gives the combined antenna
gain as a function of frequency. The path loss itself was more
accurately analyzed in [4] and it can be summarized as being
very large, requiring parabolic antenna type solutions to give
sufficient antenna gain for the THz band operation. The more
important takeaway here is that the theoretical mean path loss
given by (20) is an exact match with the simulated path loss.
As the mean path loss was derived directly from the main
result, the mean received signal power, this confirms that the
theoretical models are correct.
Fig. 3 gives the average theoretical received signal power
according to (19) for a satellite altitude of 400 km. The
simulated values have been given as well. Furthermore, we
included the noise floors for various signal bandwidths as a
reference assuming relatively pessimistic 10 dB noise figure at
the receiver. Also, the maximum and minimum signal powers
have been plotted. The minimum signal power is obtained
when the satellite is directly at the horizon of the airplane
and maximum signal power is obtained when the satellite is
directly at the zenith of the plane.
We can see few interesting features from Fig. 3. Firstly,
the maximum and minimum signal powers show the large
difference in the molecular absorption. The horizontal path
experiences significantly higher absorption loss as the path
through the atmosphere is much longer. The overall path loss
is also remarkably higher, but this is mainly explained by
the longer path length from the satellite to the airplane (see
Table I). The average received signal tends to lean slightly
towards the minimum signal level due to the spherical geometry. That is, spatially evenly distributed satellites emphasize
the higher θ angles because of the size of an area element
on a surface of a (unit) sphere is sin(β)dβdϕ (see (16)).
Therefore, the sphere point picking principle was applied in
the simulation model to distribute the satellites evenly in the
spatial domain.
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Fig. 3. The average signal levels by the theoretical and simulation model, as well as the maximum and minimum signal levels with the illustration of some
noise floor levels for various bandwidths (BW in this figure). The airplane altitude is 11 km and the satellite altitude is 400 km.

TABLE I
S ATELLITE TO AIRPLANE LINK ’ S MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM DISTANCES AT
11 KM AIRPLANE ALTITUDE , AND THE ANGLE θ ( SEE F IG . 1)

rmin
389 km
789 km
1989 km
4989 km
35989 km

rmax
2263 km
3272 km
5920 km
9415 km
41894 km

θ
19.5◦
27.1◦
40.3◦
55.8◦
81.3◦

240

Path loss [dB]

Satellite altitude
400 km
800 km
2000 km
5000 km
36000 km

250

230
220
210

hs = 400 km
hs = 800 km
hs = 2000 km

200

We can further see that while there is clearly room between
the noise floors and the received signal powers, we only
accounted for the ideal LOS link. The real path loss could
be even significantly higher depending on the atmospheric
conditions and the altitude of the airplane. We can see in Fig. 4
that the mean path loss increases quite sharply with the altitude
of the satellite with the corresponding link geometries given
in Table I. Hence, larger antennas may be required depending
on the exact system geometry.
V. C ONCLUSIONS AND D ISCUSSION
We presented a framework for stochastic modelling of
average signal levels in THz satellite networks. The derived
models were shown to be exact by simulations. The models
presented here can be utilized to estimate the average behavior
network, and the corresponding service outage probabilities.
The path losses in the THz band are very large on extremely
long links, but those can be compensated with large fixed
aperture antennas. The channel loss is especially high on
satellite links penetrating the atmosphere. Whereas the models
herein were derived for the airplane-satellite links, the similar
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The mean path losses for various satellite altitudes.

spherical cap approach could be taken for a ground stations as
well, or even on inter-satellite networks with varying satellite
altitudes. Although, the path loss increases significantly for
the ground links due to thick atmosphere close to ground that
limits the usable frequencies below 300 GHz [4].
The THz band has a great potential for satellite applications.
Very large spectral resources ensure a lot of room for various
applications to co-exist. On the other hand, the spectral resources can be divided among large numbers of airplanes to
provide frequency diversity. One great challenge is the very
high antenna directivity and, consequently, how to achieve this
gain in a dynamically beamforming structure. However, the
relative motion of bodies in extremely large distance links is
not high, making it easier to accomplish, e.g., by mechanical

beamforming [27]. Besides those, regulatory issues and coexistence with passive Earth exploration services limit the
usability the full THz band in space applications [5], [28].
Regardless of the mountain of research problems, the THz
satellite communications is on the radar for many potential
applications in the future networks, such as the airplane to
satellite communications and remote area communications.
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